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QUESTION 1

Why would an application developer define the contents of a variable as other? 

A. Because the variable will not be used in the script. 

B. Because the variable will map to a dimension. 

C. Because the variable will be used in a function. 

D. Because the variable will not be used in a function. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An application developer needs to provide dates in a number of formats in a cube. 

Which of the following should be used to do this? 

A. Create many time dimensions and use each accordingly. 

B. Create a single time dimension with attributes for the formats. 

C. Create many time dimensions and use them all in the same cube. 

D. Create a single time dimension with rules in cubes to alter the appearance. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An application developer has created a lookup cube containing exchange rates. Which of the following functions should
be used in the rule for the reporting cube? 

A. DBRW 

B. ELPAR 

C. DB 

D. IF 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Why would an application developer compute Gross Margin in a dimension hierarchy? 
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A. To use the fast consolidation engine. 

B. To use a feeder. 

C. To store the data in a specific cell in the cube. 

D. To optimize a rule. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When creating a drill process to drill to data from an external source, which of the following must be created? 

A. An ODBC connection. 

B. A process to read the data into a cube. 

C. A cube containing the data. 

D. A view of the data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

The sales report needs to use the current price of cars in the pricing cube in order to calculate the current revenue in the
sales cube. 

Which of the following should the application developer use to create this calculation so that it is continuously updated? 

A. VBA 

B. Rules 

C. Microsoft Excel 

D. Turbo Integrator 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

The application developer created a rule to apply to all elements in a dimension yet the result does not appear. 

Which of the following would have caused this? 

A. A rule impacting this dimension exists above it. 

B. A rule impacting elements in this dimension exists above it. 
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C. A rule impacting this dimension exists below it. 

D. A rule impacting elements in this dimension exists below it. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An application developer would like to place a button on a template to run a process to upload data. 

Which of the following can be used to do this? 

A. Control toolbox 

B. Data validation 

C. Turbo Integrator 

D. Action button 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following scripts should be used to create a new dimension? 

A. Metadata 

B. Data 

C. Parameters 

D. Epilog 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

In order to calculate Revenue in the Sales cube, the application developer uses the Unit Price from the Pricing cube to
multiply it by Units sold, also in the Sales cube. 

Where should the most efficient rule and feeder reside? 

A. Rule and feeder in Sales. 

B. Rule and feeder in Pricing. 

C. Rule in Sales, feeder in Pricing. 

D. Rule in Pricing, feeder in Sales. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An application developer would like to modify a TI process created to build a dimension using an ODBC data source.
Logical statements must be added to the Metadata script. 

What must be done to this process before modifying the scripts? 

A. Copy the statements inside the generated statement area. 

B. Copy the statements below the generated statement area. 

C. Copy the statements to the Data tab. 

D. Copy the statements to the Prolog tab. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Why would an application developer assign a negative weight to an element in a dimension? 

A. To store credit balances without a negative sign. 

B. To provide an alternate drill down path to the dimension. 

C. To display data in different formats. 

D. To store data in multiple hierarchies. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which TM1 object is created using Turbo Integrator? 

A. Action buttons 

B. Dimensions 

C. Chores 

D. Application folders 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14
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When creating a drill assignment rule, what kind of rule must it be? 

A. String 

B. Simple 

C. Consolidated 

D. Leaf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

An application developer would like to calculate the average percentage ratio instead of the default hierarchy
consolidation, but leave the ratio calculation as it appears. 

Which of the following will do this? 

A. Use a function to determine the aggregated cells. 

B. Use an alias to determine the aggregated cells. 

C. Use a feeder statement to determine the aggregated cells. 

D. Use a C: to determine the aggregated cells. 

Correct Answer: D 
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